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regular discrete cosine transform and its application to ... - yuri a. gadzhiev: regular discrete
cosine transform..., acta graphica 22(2011)1-2, 1-10 1. introduction there exists a well known kind of
linear ma-trix transforms called discrete cosine transforms (dct) which is widely used in the field of
digital signal processing and for lossy compression of halftone images in particular. the dcts were
in-troduced for the first time in (ahmed et al, 1974 ...
digital holography and 3d display - researchgate - keywords: optical transforms, fourier
transform, fresnel transform, discrete fourier transform, discrete fresnel transform, convolution
algorithm digital holography is a symbiosis of physical ...
book of abstracts index of authors - diee.unica - that most of the discrete-time sliding mode
control algorithms are based on reaching laws that are only approximations of continuous-time
reaching laws and thus
wavelets: classification, theory and applications pÃƒÂ¡gina 1 ... - it is well known that wavelet
transforms are used to analyze signals whose frequency contents varies over the duration of the
signal (wrapped phase), also, wavelet techniques provide a flexible, elegant, and a computational
efficient solution to these
a panorama of mathematics: pure and applied - diÃ¯Â¬Â€erential equationsgeneral
topicstransform methods (e.g. integral transforms). msc| par- tial diÃ¯Â¬Â€erential
equationsqualitative properties of solutionsdependence of solutions on initial
titles in this series - american mathematical society - titles in this series 102 mark a. pinsky,
introduction to fourier analysis and wavelets, 2009 101 ward cheney and will light, a course in
approximation theory, 2009
list of selected publications - geocities - 6) modified discrete radon transforms and their
applications to rotation-invariant image analysis. proc. 8 th ieee intlshop on multimedia signal
processing (mmsp2006), pp. 429-434, october 2006,victoria,
iepc-95-222 optimization of orbital transfers and ... - optimization of orbital transfers and
interplanetary missions with electric propulsion yuri a. zakharov abstract this paper presents a
modification of the classical indirect method of the optimal control as a result of the combination of
the continuation method with a new imbedding technique. such an approach is used in this paper in
order to derive an algorithm for optimal orbit transfers and ...
consistent linking concept - yuri k. shestopaloff - consistent linking concept for fast calculation of
rate of return and research of investment strategies this article introduces the concept of consistent
linking and ...
applied mathematical sciences - springer - approximations to the center manifold for all codim i
bifurcations in both continÃ‚Â uous and discrete time. an example is discussed where the linear
approximation
lecture notes in statistics 129 - springer - lecture notes in statistics edited by p. bickel, p. diggle, s.
fienberg, k. krickeberg, i. olkin, n. wennuth, s. zeger ... theory. it presents the theory, discusses
approximations and gives a variety of statistical applications. it is the aim of this text to introduce the
novice in this field into the various aspects of wavelets. wavelets require a highly interactive
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computing interface. we ...
quasistationarity and conditioned markov processes - jane sexton, yuri anissimov, adelle
howse, brenton gray, sarah zarai and scott mccue. during my stay in cambridge, i was made to feel
very welcome, and for that
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